University of Arkansas Libraries

UX Team Meeting
5/25/2016
Present: Lehman, Gilbertson, Hurd, E. Thornton, Youngblood

- Dylan reported the library studies IRB has been submitted.
- Kathleen reported that Tess will send out the Spaces Studies research plan that she has submitted to the administration. Lora said it was well received.
- Kathleen presented the comparison of circulations of ILL POD monographs with traditionally purchased monographs. Findings show that items purchased on the ILL Purchase on Demand program (575 items) circulated an average of 2.59 times per item. Items in other list (10,214 items) circulated an average of 1.06 times per item.
- Kathleen will be discussing possible restructuring of the group with Lora. Next meeting tbd.